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Any of the genetic variations may cause differences in traits and disease risk. So far, 
genome-wide association study (GWAS) and next-generation sequencing (NGS) have 
become indispensable methods for comprehensive screening of disease-causal/susceptible 
variants in the human genome. However, due to linkage disequilibrium (LD), several 
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) show similar levels of association with the most 
significantly associated GWAS tag-SNP, especially in the cases of common variants. 
Inaccuracy of variant calling by current NGS platforms also remains a problem.  
For the identification of disease-causal/susceptible variants from numerous genetic variants 
in the human genome, evaluation by functional analyses should be performed. By systematic 
search for the disease causal/susceptible variants including functional analyses, we will come 
to understand the molecular mechanisms of diseases, establish novel drugs, and develop 
prediction kits for disease onset and adverse effects using genotyping of the variants. 
In this seminar, I would like to introduce the approaches to the identification and evaluation of 
functional disease-causal/susceptible variants by comprehensive whole-genome analysis 
(GWAS and NGS), in silico functional analyses using several valuable computer tools, and in 
vitro functional analyses. We also discuss the clinical applications of the genetic variants to 
personalized medicine. 
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